Abstract. In this paper we study the tensor category structure of the module category of the restricted quantum enveloping algebra associated to sl 2 . Indecomposable decomposition of all tensor products of modules over this algebra is completely determined in explicit formulas. As a by-product, we show that the module category of the restricted quantum enveloping algebra associated to sl 2 is not a braided tensor category.
Introduction
In the study of quantum groups at roots of unity, the case of p-th roots of unity with a prime number p has been considered more than other cases. However, the representation theory of restricted quantum groups at n-th roots of unity with an even integer n has pointed out to be concerned with knot invariants ( [MN] ) and logarithmic conformal field theories ([FGST1] , [FGST2] ), and this type of algebra seems to be becoming a more interesting object. We study on the module category of the restricted quantum sl 2 at 2p-th roots of unity with an arbitrary integer p ≥ 2.
Let q be a primitive 2p-th root of unity in a fixed algebraically closed field of characteristic zero. The restricted quantum group U q (sl 2 ) is a Hopf algebra defined by generators and relations. Since by definition U q (sl 2 ) is finite-dimensional, its module category can be examined by technique of Auslander-Reiten theory. Indecomposable left U q (sl 2 )-modules of finite dimension are classified up to isomorphism by Suter ( [Sut] ). There exist 2p simple modules (two of them are projective), 2p − 2 nonsimple projective modules, and several infinite sequences of other indecomposable modules of semisimple length 2. This result implies that all left U q (sl 2 )-modules of finite dimension are classified, for such modules are expressed as direct sum of indecomposable modules uniquely by the general property of Artin algebras (Krull-Schmidt Theorem). The Auslander-Reiten quiver of this algebra is also known, especially U q (sl 2 ) has a tame representation type.
Since U q (sl 2 ) is a Hopf algebra, its module category has a structure of tensor category naturally. In this paper we study this tensor category structure, which seems to be important in the connection with the topics mentioned above.
Section 2 is devoted to a review on U q (sl 2 ) and its module category. In Section 3 we give formulas for indecomposable decomposition of tensor products of arbitrary indecomposable U q (sl 2 )-modules. In [Sut] one can find formulas for tensor products of simple modules with simple or projective modules. For computing tensor products of other types of modules, we use the following facts which come from general properties of finite-dimensional Hopf algebras:
(i) Z ⊗ k − and − ⊗ k Z are exact functors for any U q (sl 2 )-module Z.
(ii) If P is a projective U q (sl 2 )-module, Z ⊗ k P and P ⊗ k Z are also projective for any U q (sl 2 )-module Z. (iii) Projective modules and injective modules coincide. (iv) The category of finite-dimensional U q (sl 2 )-modules has a structure of a rigid tensor category. From the rigidity we have Ext
2. Indecomposable modules over U q (sl 2 )
Throughout the paper, we work on a fixed algebraic closed field k with characteristic zero. All modules considered are left modules and finite-dimensional over k.
Let p ≥ 2 be an integer and q be a primitive 2p-th root of unity. For any integer n, we set
[n] = q n − q −n q − q −1 .
Note that [n] = [p − n] for any n.
In this section we summarize facts about the restricted quantum sl 2 , which one can find in [Sut] , [FGST2] and [Ari1] .
2.1. The restricted quantum group U q (sl 2 ). The restricted quantum group U = U q (sl 2 ) is defined as an unital associative k-algebra with generators E, F , K, K −1 and relations
This is a finite-dimensional algebra and has a Hopf algebra structure, where coproduct ∆, counit ε, and antipode S are defined by
The category U-mod of finite-dimensional left U -modules has a structure of a tensor category associated with this Hopf algebra structure on U .
2.2. Basic algebra. Let A be an unital associative k-algebra of finite dimension. The basic algebra of A is defined as follows:
be a decomposition of A into indecomposable left ideals, where
For each i take an idempotent e i ∈ A such that Ae i ∼ = P i , and set e = n i=1 e i . Then the subspace B A = eAe of A has a k-algebra structure naturally and is called the basic algebra of A.
It is known (see [ASS] , for example) that the categories of finite-dimensional modules over A and B A are equivalent each other by B A -mod −→ A-mod; Z −→ Ae ⊗ BA Z.
The basic algebra B U of U can be decomposed as a direct product B U ∼ = p s=0 B s and one can describe each B s as follows:
• For each s = 1, . . . , p − 1, B s is isomorphic to the 8-dimensional algebra B defined by the following quiver
The algebra B is studied in [Sut] and is known to have a tame module category. We shall review on the classification theorem of isomorphism classes of indecomposable B-modules. Note that one can identify a B-module with data Z = (V
, where V ± Z is a vector space over k and for i = 1, 2 τ
Proposition 2.2.1. Any indecomposable B-module is isomorphic to exactly one of modules in the following list:
• Simple modules
• Projective-injective modules
2 , e 1,1 , e 2,1 , e 2,2 , e 2,1 ), P − = (k 2 , k 2 , e 2,2 , e 2,1 , e 1,1 , e 2,1 ),
where for positive integers m, n and i = 1, . . . , m, j = 1, . . . , n we denote the composition of j-th projection and i-th embedding
, ϕ 2 (n; λ) for each integer n ≥ 1 and λ ∈ P 1 (k), where
, E − (n; λ)} both correspond to indecomposable modules over the algebra of the Kronecker quiver (two vertices with two arrows in the same direction). 1 -type (modules of types X , M, W correspond to real roots, while those of type E correspond to imaginary roots).
2.3. Indecomposable modules. Denote by C(s) the full subcategory of U -mod corresponding to B smodules (considered as B U -modules) for s = 0, . . . , p. Each indecomposable U -module belongs to exactly one of C(s) (s = 0, . . . , p).
Each of C(0) and C(p) has precisely one indecomposable module (denote X We denote by X 
Any indecomposable module in C(s) is isomorphic to one of the modules listed above.
Properties of the module category of U, without taking the tensor category structure into account, can be proved by passing to B-mod. 
We describe some indecomposable modules explicitly by bases and action of U on those.
is isomorphic to the s-dimensional module defined by basis {a n } n=0,...,s−1 and U -action given by
is isomorphic to the p-dimensional module defined by basis {b n } n=0,...,s−1 ∐ {x m } m=0,...,p−s−1 and U -action given by
2.4. Extensions. We describe the projective covers and the injective envelopes of indecomposable Umodules which we use in the sequel.
Proposition 2.4.1. There exist following exact sequences
Then there exist exact sequences
3. Calculation of tensor products 3.1. Tensor products of simple modules. Tensor products of simple U-modules X ± s ⊗ X ± s ′ (− ⊗ − means − ⊗ k −, here and further) have been studied in [Sut] . Here we present the results with some different notations.
Let us give an example. When p = 5, I s,s ′ and J s,s ′ are as the following table.
We collect some properties of I s,s ′ and J s,s ′ for later use, a proof of which is straightforward.
Remark 3.1.3. Since J s,s ′ depends only on s + s ′ by (v), we denote it by J s+s ′ in the following. 
Remark 3.1.5. The second and third formulas of the theorem enable us to compute the tensor products
In the following this kind of procedure will be omitted.
3.2. Tensor products with projective modules. The tensor products of projective modules with simple modules are also computed in [Sut] :
. . , p we have
Since the right side of the formula above is projective, we can calculate the tensor products of projective modules with arbitrary modules. 
where in the last isomorphism we use Proposition 3.1.2 (iii).
Tensor products with
The tensor products of M ± s (n) and W ± s (n) can be calculated inductively by using their projective covers and injective envelopes stated in Proposition 2.4.1, and the next general fact.
Lemma 3.3.1 ( [Ben] ). Let A be a finite-dimensional Hopf algebra over k and Z be a A-module. Then both − ⊗ Z and Z ⊗ − are exact functors from A-mod to itself.
The conclusion of this subsection is as follows:
where
Proof. We only prove the third formula in detail, for the proof of others is similar.
Suppose the formulas about M 
By hypothesis the left term is isomorphic to
Note that we have by Proposition 3.1.2 (iii)
On the other hand the central term is calculated as in Section 3.2 and is isomorphic to
Projective summands in the left term also appear in the central term since projective modules are injective, and we notice that an injective homomorphism from M + t (m + n − 2) to an injective module must factor through the injective envelope in Proposition 2.4.1. Consequently we know that the right term is isomorphic to
and the result follows.
3.4. Tensor products of E ± s (1; λ) with simple modules. In this subsection we shall compute E
, which is the only case we need explicit calculation in. Proposition 3.4.1. For s = 1, . . . , p − 1 and λ ∈ P 1 (k) we have
where for c ∈ k and λ = [λ 1 :
Proof. and U-action on these vectors is as follows:
.
This shows immediately E
..,p−s−1 and U -action on these vectors is as follows:
We take basis (−1) n a 0 ⊗ b n n=0,...,s−1 ∐ (−1) m a 0 ⊗ x m m=0,...,p−s−1 and note
We shall next compute E 
with Proposition 2.3.5. 
where we put
Proof. It is enough to show that the modules on the left-hand sides have submodules isomorphic to direct summands on the right-hand sides, because any nonzero U-module cannot be isomorphic to a submodule of E [s+1] λ simultaneously. As in the proof of Proposition 3.4.1, we can take basis
Then Kv = q s v and, using the standard equality
, we have
Hence if λ = [0 : 1], v satisfies the condition of (i) (or (iii) when s = p − 1) of the previous lemma and thus E + s (1; λ) ⊗ X + 2 has a submodule isomorphic to E + s+1 1;
[s]
[s+1] λ . If λ = [0 : 1], one can verify that v = q s x p−s−1 ⊗ a 0 − q −1 x p−s−2 ⊗ a 1 satisfies the condition of (ii) (or (iii) when s = p − 1) of the previous lemma by using the equality
s−2 w and
hold, hence the previous lemma shows that E 
which leads us to the desired results.
Using Proposition 3.4.1 and 3.4.3 we can calculate tensor products E
The explicit formulas are as follows: Proposition 3.4.4. For s, s ′ = 1, . . . , p − 1 and λ ∈ P 1 (k) we have
Proof. From the exact sequence
t by Theorem 3.1.4 and Proposition 3.1.2, we have
On the other hand, Proposition 3.4.3 and the calculation shown before the proposition, we see that a nonprojective indecomposable summand of E + s (1; λ) ⊗ X + s ′ must be of the form E + t 1; [s] [t] λ with t = 1, . . . , p − 1. Then we have
[t] λ since Z t cannot be projective. Thus we have the first formula. The proof of the second formula is similar.
3.5. Rigidity. For computing tensor products for the rest combination, we use a fact on finite-dimensional Hopf algebras.
Let A be a finite-dimensional Hopf algebra over k.
Definition 3.5.1. Let Z be a A-module. We define an A-module structure on the standard dual
Proposition 3.5.2 ( [BK] ). For A-modules Z 1 , Z 2 , Z 3 and n ≥ 0 we have
Proposition 3.5.3. For s = 1, . . . , p − 1 and λ ∈ P 1 (k) we have
Proof. We only prove for E + s (1; λ). The other parts are similar. Take basis {b n } n=0,...,s−1 ∐ {x m } m=0,...,p−s−1 of E + s (1; λ) as Proposition 2.3.5. Let {b * n } n=0,...,s−1 ∐ {x * m } m=0,...,p−s−1 be the dual basis of this basis. Using the standard equalities
s λ as desired (in the case λ = [0 : 1] the same argument as Proposition 3.4.3 is necessary).
Proposition 3.5.4. For s = 1, . . . , p − 1, n ≥ 1 and λ ∈ P 1 (k) we have
Proof. We prove the first formula, for the second one is proved similarly. Since D preserves direct sum and dimension over k, we know that D E + s (n; λ) is an indecomposable module of dimension pn, therefore this is of the form E ± t (n; µ) or is projective (the latter case could occur only if n ≤ 2). On the other hand by Proposition 3.5.2 we have
Comparing these equalities with Proposition 2.4.2 we have D E + s (n; λ) ∼ = E − p−s n; (−1) s λ as desired.
3.6. Tensor products of E ± s (n; λ) with simple modules. Now we can calculate E ± s (n; λ) ⊗ X ± s ′ and X ± s ′ ⊗ E ± s (n; λ) for general n.
Theorem 3.6.1. For s, s ′ = 1, . . . , p − 1, n ≥ 1 and λ ∈ P 1 (k) we have
Proof. We prove the first formula, for others are proved similarly. The same argument as Proposition 3.4.4 shows that there exists an isomorphism
Moreover, by the exact sequence in Proposition 2.4.3 and induction on n we can assume that there exists an exact sequence
Let t ∈ I s,s ′ then from Proposition 3.5.2, Proposition 3.5.3 and Proposition 2.4.2 we have
[s] µ , where we note that E + s (n; λ) has no nontrivial first extension with modules from C(u) with u = s, and that s ∈ I t,s ′ by Proposition 3.1.2 (iv). This yields Z t ∼ = E + t n; . . , p − 1, m ≥ 1, n ≥ 2 and λ ∈ P 1 (k) we have
3.7. Tensor products of E ± s (m; λ) and E ± s ′ (n; µ). We calculate E ± s (m; λ) ⊗ E ± s ′ (n; µ) by using rigidity as the previous subsection.
We note that there exist following exact sequences:
The left and right terms of these sequences are computed by using Theorem 3.6.1, which proves the next result:
Proposition 3.7.1. For s, s ′ = 1, . . . , p − 1, m, n ≥ 1 and λ, µ ∈ P 1 (k) we have
where V t (s, s ′ ; m, n; λ, µ) is a module in C(t). Moreover, there exist exact sequences
Now we shall determine the indecomposable decomposition of V t (s, s ′ ; m, n; λ, µ).
Theorem 3.7.2. For s, s ′ = 1, . . . , p − 1, t ∈ I s,s ′ , m, n ≥ 1, and λ, µ ∈ P 1 (k) we have
[t] λ = (−1)
where we put l = min{m, n}.
Proof. We have [t] λ = (−1)
[t] µ by ν t . Then again from the equalities above, the nonprojective direct summand of V t (s, s ′ ; m, 1; λ, µ) is isomorphic to E + t (1, ν t ) ⊕ E This equality and the previous equalities show that the nonprojective direct summand of V t (s, s ′ ; m, n; λ, µ) is isomorphic to E + t min{m, n}, ν t ⊕ E − p−t min{m, n}, −ν t . The assertion follows. Theorem 3.1.4, Theorem 3.2.1, Corollary 3.2.2, Theorem 3.3.2, Theorem 3.6.1, Theorem 3.6.2, Proposition 3.7.1, Theorem 3.7.2 and obvious combination of them give indecomposable decomposition of tensor products of arbitrary U -modules.
Complements
From the results in the previous section we have This phenomenon can be explained partly by considering a Hopf k-algebra D which has a Hopf subalgebra isomorphic to U . D is defined by generators e, f , t, t −1 and relations tt −1 = t −1 t = 1, tet −1 = qe, tf t −1 = q −1 f, ef − f e = t 2 − t −2 q − q −1 , t 4p = 1, e p = 0, f p = 0.
The Hopf algebra structure on D is given by ∆ : e −→ e ⊗ t 2 + 1 ⊗ e, F −→ f ⊗ 1 + t −2 ⊗ f, t −→ t ⊗ t, t −1 −→ t −1 ⊗ t −1 , ε : e −→ 0, f −→ 0, t −→ 1, t −1 −→ 1, S : e −→ −et −2 , f −→ −t 2 f, t −→ t −1 , t −1 −→ t.
U can be embedded into D as a Hopf subalgebra by E −→ e, F −→ f, K −→ t 2 .
As in [FGST1] , D has an universal R-matrix R = 1 4p This explains why the difference between Z 1 ⊗ Z 2 and Z 2 ⊗ Z 1 is no more than the sign differences in the parameters of the modules of type E.
